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Dear Readers,

E
veryone has a unique perspective. Whether 
you’re the type who sees the glass as half emp-
ty or half full, the way you define your world de-
pends greatly on how you perceive it. It’s what 
makes each of us special.

This month, in light of our many differences and per-
ceptions, we are publishing several personal per-
spectives on autism spectrum disorder. Our contrib-
utors are moms, dads, and siblings, all people who 
are either on the spectrum, or love someone who 
has been diagnosed. 

First, we are thrilled to include 14-year-old Talia Brier-
ly’s fresh perspective as big sister to 13-year-old Max. 
In her piece, Brothers are Beasts, Talia describes her 
sisterly role with great honesty as she believes hav-
ing a sibling on the spectrum has helped her grow 
and has given her a special view of the world. Even 
when you can’t understand someone’s story, she ex-
plains, you can love them.

Matt Davis provides us with an insightful perspective 
this month in his piece, Autism and Thinking Differ-
ently. Matt openly reveals the unexpected personal 
changes he has experienced as a father such as a 
heightened sense of sympathy toward children since 
his son Isaac was diagnosed. Every child, Matt rec-
ognizes, is in need of comfort, comprehension and 
consideration.

In her piece, Going Solo, Kimberlee Rutan McCafferty 
describes the great apprehension she felt the first 
time she took her two lively autistic sons out on her 
own. Kimberlee reveals not only her fears as a moth-
er, but also the immense feeling of success and hope 
for future outings once she took that first step.

As we all know, sometimes siblings of children di-
agnosed with autism spectrum disorder can feel a 
little left out at times. Pathfinders for Autism’s Shelly 
McLaughlin, who has a son with autism, has provid-

ed us with some helpful parental advice on creating 
a cohesive and happy household for all in her article, 
Top 8 Parent Tips for Siblings.

We also have an interview with Lori DeMonia, author 
of the award-winning children’s book, Leah’s Voice. 
Lori’s book, which provides a heartwarming per-
spective on siblings and autism, was inspired by the 
special relationship between her two daughters, one 
of whom was diagnosed with autism as a toddler. 

On the news front, we have the latest on the Autism 
CARES Act which was recently passed in the U.S., set-
ting aside $1.3 billion in federal funding for autism 
over the next five years as well as the new Medic-
aid guidelines which may affect your family. We also 
have an article written by Maayan Jaffe called How 
does the Affordable Care Act Benefit People on the Au-
tism Spectrum? which gives us a look at the impact of 
coordinated care on the I/DD community and how 
the Recovery Movement (client-centered services) 
could benefit people on the autism spectrum.

Here’s to always celebrating our differences as fami-
lies and a heightened understanding from all people.

Kind regards, 
Amy KD Tobik, Editor in Chief
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SOCIAL MEDIA

10 Internet and Social Media 

SAFETY TIPS 
for Autistic Children, Teens, and Adults

If it’s not already obvious, 
we live in a digital age. From 
Facebook and Twitter to In-
stagram and Snapchat, op-
portunities for connections 
through social media sites 
and texting apps are every-
where. While it may seem 
exciting at first to imagine 
a potential ‘friend’ is only a 
connection request away, it’s 
disheartening to realize it’s 
just as easy to connect with 
someone who intends harm.

by Bill WONG, OTD, OTR/L
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W
hat can we do to protect our children and 
ourselves? Too often people suggest pro-
hibiting our children from social media as 
a solution. I don’t advocate for bans - not 
only because there are positive benefits to 

utilizing the Internet, but also the fact that children 
will eventually have access to social media at some 
point in the future. Therefore, it’s important to teach 
your child how to take necessary precautions. Here 
are some tips to help protect your child, and perhaps 
yourself, when using the Internet and social media:

1 Set parental controls. If you don’t know how to 
do it, call your Internet service provider. They 
should be able to provide ways to prevent your 

child from accessing information he/she is not sup-
posed to view. They should also have advice on how 
to prevent your child from accessing certain social 
media sites.

2Educate your child about Internet usage. If you 
are giving your child the privilege to use the 
Internet, then it’s your duty to teach him/her 

about Internet safety.

3Oversee your child’s social media accounts. 
You also want to give him/her examples of ap-
propriate and inappropriate posts. You should 

know what your child wants to post online, partic-
ularly if they express interest in using social media. 
You don’t want to regret what was posted years later.

4Set guidelines on people he/she can follow on-
line. If your child is not college age, limit con-
nections to people they know well. This may 

include classmates, friends they know from the com-
munity, and people they meet through sports or 
clubs. If your child is in college, you can give some 
more leeway, assuming he/she has been educated 
on the dangers.

5Be sure to set limits on Internet usage as it’s 
easy to get addicted to Internet games. This 
may interfere with homework or limit partici-

pation in other life activities.

6If your child has the desire to meet with others 
they know from the Internet offline (which can 
happen if your child loves music or has inter-

SOCIAL MEDIA

Set parental controls to prevent your child from accessing certain social media sites.
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ests that lead to meeting with people offline), here 
are some suggestions:

The meet up location must be a public space. 
If your child is under 18, it must also be a place 
where it is difficult to lose sight of your child. 
Good examples would be a family restaurant, 
coffee shop or a trading card shop. Bad exam-
ples would be sports arenas, beaches, shop-
ping malls, or amusement parks. You must 
also accompany him/her to the meet up loca-
tion and stay at the location.

If your child is over 18, have a discussion 
about safe meeting places and remind him/
her about safety. Encourage him/her to bring 
either you or a friend.

In conclusion, we live during an age when using so-
cial media is inevitable.  Caution is imperative as it’s 
not difficult for anyone to look up information on the 
Internet anymore. Since using the Internet and social 
media is part of the future, it’s important to focus ef-
forts on educating our children to use the Internet 
(particularly social media) the right way from the 
very beginning and having them understand why 
certain actions on the Internet are inappropriate. 

SOCIAL MEDIA

Bill Wong is an Occupational Therapist licensed 
in California. He graduated with his masters 
and clinical doctorate in occupational therapy 
at University of Southern California in 2011 and 
2013, respectively. He is the first autistic individ-
ual in the world to complete a doctorate degree 
of any kind in occupational therapy. He current-
ly works as an independent contractor occupa-
tional therapist for teens and young adults with 
moderate and high functioning autism.

It’s also important to be careful with the infor-
mation shared through social media. Here are 
some tips to staying safe: 

1. ONLINE SCREEN NAMES (TWITTER OR 
OTHER MESSENGERS)
It’s appropriate to give out an online screen 
name, as long as your child knows what to 
do if somebody is behaving improperly. 

2. EMAIL ADDRESS
If your child is comfortable in giving away 
their personal email address to a friend, 
that is fine. If not, they can set one up just 
for such purposes and nothing more. 

3. PHONE NUMBER
This is only saved for close friends that your 
child already knows offline, or when you 
believe it is OK for your child to meet some-
one from the Internet offline for the first 
time. You want to be cautious.

4. PERSONAL ADDRESS
This is an absolute NO. You wouldn’t want a 
criminal to know where you live, right?

Educate your child about Internet usage.
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saying?
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Learn more…
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by learning the different characteristics of sand, water or other sensory items. It 
also promotes sharing and interaction among children.
Details available here…
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motor skills and eye-hand 
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Find out more…
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figures, stuffed animals -- anything at 
all! Rocking Bowl with wave design edge 
provides children with safety when the 
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is designed with a smooth curve to 
prevent children from getting hurt when 
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The ripple lines inside the bowl not only 
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A SIBLING’S PERSPECTIVE

Brothers are Beasts
by Talia BRIERLY

My family stopped being normal the day my younger brother was born. 
Obviously, the addition of a brother turns every family a little crazy, but 
Max was different from most brothers.  At the age of three, he was diag-
nosed with autism, and everyone else in the family had to quickly learn 
the difficult, back-breaking skills of patience and maturity.  At first, he was 
adorable.  His quirks and craziness were fun, and we bragged about his 
incredible memory to anyone who would listen.
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A SIBLING’S PERSPECTIVE

A
t some point, though, his misunderstanding 
of the world stopped being cute.  I remember 
a Friday night when my dad was off from work 
and we were going out for Indian food.  We 
weren’t planning on the night lasting more 

than an hour because Max usually freaked out in the 
company of the strangers.  We were all a little ner-
vous, because he had just gotten over a phase in 
which he had to growl after every sentence he spoke, 
and we didn’t know when or where he would latch 
onto a new compulsion.  

On the ride to the restaurant, he was entertain-
ing himself with strange things to call humans.  We 
were piles of cells, lumps of matter, and much more.  
When he began using the word “beast” to describe 
members of the family, my mother tried to inform 
him that “beast” could be considered a mean name 
to call someone, and that he shouldn’t use it to de-
scribe people. He just looked at her, confused, and 
replied, “But aren’t beasts animals? And technically 
humans are a type of animal, so why can’t we be 
called beasts?”

We spent the rest of the car ride trying to explain 
it to him, but the argument was dropped when we 
reached the restaurant.  The rest of the night went 
smoothly, with only a few minor disturbances on 
Max’s end.  Overall, he was extremely well-behaved, 
and it was making the family anxious.  It was too 
good to be true.  Everyone filled their mouths with 
burning spices, took in the hot, sweet, flavor-filled 
scent of India, and kept their eyes locked on Max.   We 
spent the time we had left waiting for the embarrass-
ing comment or a fit that would make the old couple 
behind us glare disapprovingly at our parents. 

We were just about to leave when it happened.  My 
mom was paying the check, and we were all in a 
state of joy and disbelief at having made it through 
dinner without any major issues.  My mother handed 

the credit card over with a relieved smile when Max 
spoke up in his loud, nine year-old voice.

“Mom, why is that Indian beast stealing your credit 
card?”

I was a 10-year-old with barely any concept of be-
ing politically correct, but even I knew this was not 
what parents wanted their child to say in public.  I 
shrank back in my seat, hoping to become invisible 
so I could just sneak out of the room and never have 
to return to this restaurant again.  At that moment, I 
wanted to be in any family but my own.  I just made 
myself as small as possible and watched as my moth-
er tried to explain to the offended waiter that it was 
absolutely nothing like it sounded.  

I sighed in resignation as I realized he would never 
really believe her.  I used to hate Max in moments like 
these.  I wasn’t worried about what people thought 
of him, because he was obviously a little off.  He 
would never receive any of the blame.  In the minds 
of everyone around us, he was just undisciplined.  
People thought our family didn’t know how to raise 
him, that he was different because of us. I knew what 
strangers whispered: “She must have smoked when 
she was pregnant. I’m telling you, that’s what happens.” 
“They just coddle him.  He could get along fine in a nor-
mal school if they gave him some rules.” “They’re just 
too strict! They should see my therapist.” The worst al-
ways happened when people jogged past his school, 
or passed us in the mall; “You know, those are the kids 
that are going to go crazy and hurt someone someday.”

I used to get so angry at those people, and I used to 
be mad at the world for sticking me with the worst 
brother on earth. I felt like a fly caught in a web, and 
the glares of the restaurant customers were like spi-
ders closing in on me to seal my fate as the girl with 
the bad family.  However, as I watched my mom 
frantically apologizing from my seat, everything I 

I used to get so angry at those people, and I used to be mad at the 
world for sticking me with the worst brother on earth.
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Living with him has taught me that everyone has a story that we 
can’t expect to understand. 

A SIBLING’S PERSPECTIVE

thought changed.  I watched as the waiter accepted 
her apology, and I saw how he was doubting every 
word she said, but he smiled and gave us our receipt 
anyway.  I watched the couple next to us whispering 
and openly judging us, and at that moment, I no lon-
ger hated them.  

Instead of seeing enemies and self-centered, arro-
gant people, I now saw the misfortune and the dis-
advantage they all had.  I couldn’t expect these peo-
ple to understand, and I knew they never would.  It 
wasn’t their fault for not understanding.  How could 
they understand?  They had no experience with any-
thing I was dealing with, and that was not something 
I could be angry at them for.  For the first time in my 
life, I felt lucky to have Max.  

Living with him has taught me that everyone has 
a story that we can’t expect to understand.  Loving 
my brother has taught me that even when we can’t 
understand someone’s story, we have to love them 
anyway.  We are all human, and that’s what matters.  
I have an obligation and a connection to my family.  
As one of the only people who does understand, I 
have to stick by them no matter how crazy they are 
and how many glares I receive along the way.  I have 
to be there for Max, because the people glaring from 
the corner won’t be.  Hopefully, I will always be able 
to step out from that corner with a smile for every-
one, because the next person I see may very well 
have their own story that makes them an outsider.  

With this realization, all of his quirks became ador-
able again.  Though he wasn’t at all a normal child, he 
was part of my family and I had to love him.  He strug-
gled a bit in school, and he couldn’t hold a real con-
versation, but he made up for his lacking social skills 
by amusing us and occasionally showing us another 
way of seeing the world.  He took everything literally; 
when his tee-ball coach told him to keep his eye on 
the ball, he walked up to the tee and put his eye on 
the ball.  Often, when we thought he was wrong, he 
turned out to be right in the strangest ways possible.  

Usually this happened with his schoolwork.  One test 
question read, “What do green, red, and yellow have 
in common?”  His answer baffled his teachers when 
he said, “They all make white.”  He was confused 
that he had gotten the answer wrong, because he 
had just learned about color in school.  We see col-
or when light reflects off of something, and we see 
white when all colors are reflected, including green, 
red, and yellow.  These are the kinds of oddities and 
strange situations my family encounters every day, 
but they don’t seem odd at all in my world.  

To other people, though, they aren’t always so charm-
ing.  I still hear whispers when I’m out with my broth-
er.  I’ve realized now that they will never go away, 
even if I’m not with Max.  People will always whisper, 
whether Max is involved or not.  I don’t let people’s 
words get to me, because I know they have no idea 
what my situation is like.  I can’t get angry with them, 
either, because they don’t know what they are talk-
ing about.  Now I know how to handle a situation 
with a smile and move on.  Glares and snobby, dis-
approving glances no longer bother me.  My experi-
ences with Max also gave me the courage to treat 
everyone with compassion, even when the rest of 
the world is whispering. 

Sure, it’s not easy having Max as a brother. He gives 
all the wrong answers, and he has absolutely no 
comprehension of simile or metaphor, but he can 
see a different side of the world. He isn’t normal by 
many people’s standards, but in my eyes, he is just as 
much a beast as me or anyone else.  Max showed me 
that everyone is a beast, and that’s not a bad thing.

My name is Talia Brierly and I am 14 years old.  I 
am in the 10th grade and live in Santa Rosa, Cali-
fornia.  I love to write and hope to make it part 
of my career someday.  I have a younger brother 
with autism who has taught me a lot about the 
world and made my family stronger.
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In this visionary 
2008 book, Vicente 
was the first to 
advocate Mind/
Body techniques to 
enhance the lives of 
those with Asperger 
syndrome. 

Valuable for all 
young people, 
these exercises 
are based on the 
author’s decades 
of private practice 
with individuals 

on the spectrum, his own personal experience as an 
Aspie, and his decades of professional dance and 
martial arts training. Accompanying instructional DVD 
demonstrates the basic techniques.  

Spanning America 
from the 1960s to 
today, The Odyssey 
of Woolly Mammoth 
Boy is a compelling 
autobiography. 

Vicente describes his 
perseverance through 
the social struggles 
and mental challenges 
of an eventful life, 
with an interior 
dialogue depicting the 
fascinating mind of a 
person with Asperger 
syndrome. Inspiring, 
humorous, poignant, and 
educational for those on 
the autism spectrum and 
their loved ones.

For details, visit 
WoollyMammothBoy.com

JUST RELEASED! 
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 Mammoth Boy

The 
Odyss y of

R. Vicente Rubio

ONE MAN’S JOURNEY THROUGH AUTISM, RACISM, 
GRIEF, AND SURVIVING THE AMERICAN DREAM

Vicente is available for lectures and workshops • visit PathfinderMentoring.com 

AS adult and advocate, dancer, aikido teacher  

Mentoring young people on the autism spectrum since 1990

Introducing two seminal books by R. Vicente Rubio

AUTISM COACH NUTRITIONAL SUPPORT

www.autismcoach.com

Supplements
 Carefully chosen, high quality
 Full potency, bioactive
 Gluten/casein free
 Free of common allergens
 Cutting edge/research based
 Support many protocols
 Autism Coach product line

Pantry Staples
 Gluten/casein free
 Non-GMO
 Cooking oils
 Gluten free oats

:

Ethical, family-oriented company started by a parent spectrum with a child
 on the spectrum.  If we won’t use a product ourselves, we won’t sell it to you.

Have a question?  We know
our products and can share our
thoughts as one member of the
autism community to another.

Email: contactautismcoach@gmail.com

See reviews of our products
on the US Amazon website.

(Autism Coach ships directly within the US.  Autism Coach line products are also
available in the UK at yourhealthbasket.co.uk and in Europe at detoxpeople.eu)

http://www.pathfindermentoring.com/


PARENTING TIPS FOR SIBLINGS

Creating a Cohesive Household

TOP 8 PARENT 
TIPS FOR SIBLINGS
by Shelly McLAUGHLIN, Pathfinders for Autism©

“It’s not fair!” “Why does HE always get....?” “I don’t want him around my friends. He’ll 
do something weird.” Sound familiar? Although these could be the complaints 
of any children, they take on a different - well, almost a different level of validity 
when they are coming from the siblings of children with autism. So while we’re 
busy trying to meet the multitude of demands associated with autism, how do 
we keep siblings from feeling left out?
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PARENTING TIPS FOR SIBLINGS

Keep the following tips in mind when trying to cre-
ate a cohesive and happy household:

1.  DON’T MAKE AUTISM A SECRET OR A 
MYSTERY

Our other children don’t need us to tell them 
that there’s something “different” about their 
brother or sister. But they do need us to tell them 
what it is. If you try to keep autism a secret, they 
might interpret that to mean that it’s something 
to be ashamed of. Depending on the child’s age, 
it may or may not be appropriate to go into the 
neurological description of autism. But you can 
tell your child that his brother’s or sister’s brain 
thinks differently and that is why he does things 
that may not seem “normal.” If your family uses 
a special communication system, or if there are 
routines that your child with autism must fol-
low, make sure your entire family is familiar with 
them.

2.  EMPHASIZE THE POSITIVE TRAITS 

“Aren’t we lucky that we have Bryce to show 
us how our DVR features work?”  Try to instill a 
feeling of being fortunate for having a sibling 
like Bryce. There will be lots of times when 
our other children may be embarrassed by 
tantrums or different idiosyncrasies, so look for 
opportunities to point out our kids› very special 
and unique talents and characteristics. And 
when those embarrassing moments do happen, 
our other children will look to us to see how we 
react, whether it›s with shame or if we can find 
the humor in the moment. Here›s your chance 
to smile at each other and share a look that says, 
«Here he goes again....»

3.  MAKE SPECIAL TIME FOR ALL YOUR 
CHILDREN

Easier said than done. Especially depending on 
how many children you have, how crazy your 
schedule is, whether you are a single parent. 
But that special time sends the message to your 
child that you value them just as much. It can 

even be as simple as sorting socks together, 
painting toenails or driving together to pick up 
milk as long as it’s just you and your child. If you 
need to, hire a sitter or arrange for respite care. 
It probably is not realistic that you can spend as 
much time with your typically developing kids 
as you do with your child with autism, but fair 
does not mean equal, and sometimes our other 
kids are going to be cheated. 

4.  CELEBRATE HAVING BUILT-IN PLAY-
MATES

Our kids with autism need lots of help with social 
interaction. So if you have other children, you 
have round the clock social-teaching opportu-
nities. (And so often it IS round the clock, isn’t 
it?) Find something they both (or three, or four) 
have an interest in and then start with simple 
games they can play together. Remember, we’re 
not born with the knowledge of Emily Post, so 
your typically developing children will benefit 
from the extra social instruction as well. You 
may need to reassure them that your child with 
autism is doing the best he can even though he 
may not be able to play with the same skills or 
have the level of interaction the sibling wants. 
Let the siblings take on the role of teacher if 
they want it, showing the child with autism how 
to play. And remember, teaching opportunities 

I used to get so angry at those people, and I used to be mad at the 
world for sticking me with the worst brother on earth.
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Living with him has taught me that everyone has a story that we 
can’t expect to understand. 

PARENTING TIPS FOR SIBLINGS

go two ways. If your child with autism knows a 
lot about a topic, or has a unique skill, or simply 
a skill the sibling lacks, let him be the teacher.

5.  TELL YOUR KID TO GET A LIFE

Encourage your children to have friends and a 
social life. It’s too easy to let autism make you 
feel isolated. Be conscious not to cut out the 
things they like to do. They may be embar-
rassed to have a brother or sister with autism. 
Give them non-preachy  tools  to educate their 
friends about autism. And when they say they 
are embarrassed by their sibling with autism, 
point out the «quirky» things THEY do.

6.  DON’T MAKE THE SIBLING ANOTHER 
PARENT

When we need an extra set of hands or eyes, it 
can be so easy to turn to our next child. But we 
have to let them be kids first. The sibling may 
very well one day have to take on that parent 
role; don’t start too soon. If your child is some-
one who acts like a little parent, suggest, “Your 
brother does sometimes need your help, but 
you don’t have to make decisions or feel like he 
is your responsibility.” 

7.  CREATE A SAFE PLACE

This is especially necessary if your child with au-
tism is aggressive. You may even need to go to 
the extreme of locking the door on your other 
children’s rooms to keep them safe. If this is the 
case, address the aggression.  Search  our pro-
vider database for Health Care: Behavior Assess-
ment and Intervention; Behaviorist; Psycholo-
gist and Psychiatrist.

8.  THE SIBLING MAY NEED THE SUPPORT 
OF A THERAPIST OR GROUP

Look for signs of stress, frustration, depression, 
resentment and guilt. Your children may benefit 
from  Sibshops, support groups for siblings of 
children with autism or other disabilities.

Shelly McLaughlin, Director of Communications 
for Pathfinders for Autism, is responsible for the 
research and management of information on 
multiple aspects of autism across the lifespan, 
including the creation of an Autism By Age navi-
gation tool. Shelly uses her collaborations with 
experts, research, or simply personal experiences 
with her son who has autism to pen a monthly 
Parent Tips article that offers practical solutions 
to everyday autism challenges. Her articles have 
appeared in other publications, such as Chicago 
Special Parent Magazine. Shelly has conducted 
Autism Trainings for various organizations in-
cluding the Maryland State Police, Maryland Cap-
itol Police, multiple County Police Departments, 
EMS staff, colleges, Exceptional Family Programs, 
adult medical day programs, restaurants, schools, 
hotels, libraries, foster care programs, and other 
professional organizations. Shelly also serves as 
an appointed member on the Governor’s Inter-
agency Transition Council for Youth with Disabili-
ties.

Remember, not everything the sibling does is in re-
action to your child with autism. Jealousy, sibling ri-
valry, competition, etc. are universal. After all, what 
parent hasn’t threatened, “Don’t make me turn this 
car around!”

© 2009 Pathfinders for Autism
www.pathfindersforautism.org
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Special iApps
Educational apps to help your child learn

We are parents and we develop our apps in close co-operation with education professionals and families.

Frances, teacher:  “Working as a teacher of students with disabilities, incorporating social stories 
is key to the learning process. I utilize social stories for teaching positive behaviors and unlearning 
negative behaviors. Special Stories will now give my social stories more life with an even greater 
personalized meaning to my students.”

Sophie, parent: “This is the most useful app I have found so far to use with my son who has autism."

www.specialiapps.com

Do you have a service or product 
related to Autism or Sensory issues? 

Contact us now at:
AutismParentingMagazine.com/Advertising

Advertise with us

Autism Parenting 
Magazine

Buy advertising with

you can benefit from increased exposure, sales 
and enquiries through our advertising packages.
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SCIENCE

R
ecent research suggests that autism, for the 
most part, has a genetic basis and that young-
er siblings of an autistic child have around a 20 
percent chance of being diagnosed with au-
tism themselves. Therefore, Kim and her team 

study infant siblings of autistic individuals who have 
yet to receive a diagnosis of autism and look at their 
behavioral characteristics in relation to a sample of 

Biological Markers of 
Autism at a Young Age
by Richard CLARKE, MSc

In this video, Kim Davies talks about her career and current position as the sci-
ence coordinator for BASIS (British Autism Study of Infant Siblings). Their cur-
rent aim is to look for early biological markers of autism through the use of vari-
ous behavioral observations and neuropsychological studies conducted at the 
Birkbeck Babylab (University of Birkbeck, London).

infants drawn from the general population to see 
whether there are notable differences. Their aim is to 
develop a more accurate diagnosis system that can 
be administered earlier, giving parents more time to 
adapt towards caring for an autistic child. What Kim 
gets across nicely in this video is the experience of 
taking part in developmental psychology experi-
mentation.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Rf4wckYFAAM
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SCIENCE

Most people are somewhat wary of submitting their 
child to take part in strange neuroscience experi-
ments, many no doubt have heard of the unethical 
and abhorrent experiments at the hands of behav-
iorism in the 1920’s (most notable being the case of 
little Albert) and assume that not much has changed 
since. 

This however could not be further from the truth. 
Kim’s team and the Birkbeck Babylab in general have 
cleverly designed their experiments to be as fun and 
engaging for the infants as possible while still being 
highly-scientifically valuable. Many of the parents 
who bring their children give great reviews of the 
experience and find it’s an interesting change from 
their normal play groups and are often sad to leave 
once a study has ended. More information about the 
Babylab, some of the specific findings and contact 
details if you would like to know more about getting 
involved, can be found linked to in the video’s de-
scription.

Richard Clarke runs the psychology laboratory 
and works as a lecturer at Regents University Lon-
don. He received his Master’s  degree in Psycho-
logical Research Methods from Exeter University 
where his research focused on the effects of the 
hormone Oxytocin on the own-race-bias in hu-
man face perception. His current research interest 
is in the underlying neurological basis of face rec-
ognition and its relationship to empathy.

In addition to his role at Regents, Richard also 
runs an organization dedicated to the promotion 
and communication of psychological theory and 
research to the general public called The London 
Psychology Collective. The group is active in cre-
ating filmed interviews with figures in the field of 
psychology, which can be viewed for free on You-
Tube, and the progress of which can be followed 
on Facebook and Twitter. 

If you are interested in his work with this group 
and would like to learn more you can E-mail Rich-
ard on londonpsychologycollective@gmail.com

College of Education, Criminal
Justice, and Human Services

Online Graduate CertifiCate
at University of Cincinnati

email: wendy.riordan@uc.edu                      
Phone: 513-556-4189

UC’s Graduate Certificate in Autism Spectrum Disorders 
(ASD) is designed for special education teachers, general 
education teachers, school psychologists, speech language 
pathologists, and paraeducators/class support staff who 
want to enhance their preparation for working with 
individuals affected by ASD. 

Identify and implement well-structured 
learning environments for individuals with ASD.

For more information please CLICK HERE.

autism 
Spectrum 
disorders 
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HOT OFF THE PRESS

In July, Medicare & Medicaid Services declared 
that comprehensive autism services must be cov-
ered for children  under all state Medicaid and 
Children’s Health Insurance Program plans.   This 
new language will affect thousands of children 

previously denied coverage. 

On August 8th, President Obama signed the Autism 
CARES Act of 2014 into law, setting aside $1.3 billion 
in federal funding for autism over the next five years. 
Introduced by Sens. Menendez (D-NJ) and Enzi (R-

Changes Made to Policy to Affect 
Thousands of Children with ASD

by Amy KD TOBIK

Valuable changes to U.S. policy have recently been made at the federal lev-
el over the past couple of months, potentially affecting thousands of children 
diagnosed with autism spectrum disorder. These changes will essentially help 
those people denied coverage and give them access to appropriate autism 
treatment.

WY) and Reps. Chris Smith (R-NJ) and Mike Doyle (D-
PA), Autism CARES reauthorizes the 2006 Combating 
Autism Act for another five years at an annual fund-
ing level of $260 million. It will allow for continued 
research as well as aid in developing early detection 
procedures.

Autism Parenting Magazine asked Executive Director 
at Autism Continuum Therapies Susan E. Tirella, M.Ed., 
BCBA, to provide some insight on the latest changes 
in policy language as it will affect most U.S. families.
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HOT OFF THE PRESS

MEDICAID TO COVER AUTISM SERVICES

Just recently, federal officials ordered Medicaid to cover autism services - can you tell us a little about 
how this might impact the autism community? 

The autism community will greatly be impacted by this new language. Many empirically validated treat-
ments for individuals with autism, such as Applied Behavior Analysis (ABA), were not consistently provid-
ed to individuals with Medicaid and claims were often denied.  These guidelines will require that anyone 
under the age of 21 has access to appropriate autism treatment.  This means that thousands of children 
that had previously been denied coverage will receive better and more effective services.     

Please explain the new coverage guidelines

While previously, Medicaid covered a variety of treatment for individuals with autism, it was not required 
to cover ABA services.  It was up to each state plan to determine what was covered.  Now, based on the 
federal regulations, under the Early and Periodic Screening, Diagnosis and Treatment (EPSDT) provision, 
ABA along with other autism related services will be covered for individuals under the age of 21 receiving 
Medicaid benefits across the country.   

Now, each state will still need to interpret the law and may enforce their own guidelines.  However, this 
new language gives families the opportunity to more strongly advocate for ABA coverage along with 
other treatment such as Physical, Speech and Occupational Therapies under the EPSDT provision.

How does this new coverage affect people with autism and their families?

This new coverage can mean the world of difference to an individual with autism and their family.  With-
out appropriate intervention, children with autism may not reach their full potential and can, instead, 
learn inappropriate ways to get their needs met through problem behaviors.  In addition, their social 
and communication skills are impacted so they have a difficult time developing meaningful friendships 
or navigating basic social situations.  However, though interventions like ABA, dramatic progress can be 
made and through early intervention lives can be changed.  This new coverage can mean the difference 
between someone with autism growing up to live in a group home verses having a job, living on their and 
being a contributing member of society.  
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HOT OFF THE PRESS

AUTISM CARES ACT OF 2014 SIGNED 
INTO LAW

What exactly is the Autism CARES Act and what 
does in entail?

The Autism CARES Act, basically, reauthorizes fund-
ing for research, surveillance and educational activi-
ties related to autism spectrum disorders.  It will al-
low for us to continue to seek out a cause, provide 
families with much needed ongoing educational 
support and will also allow for the appointment of 
an individual to oversee spending so that we are not 
duplicating our efforts.  

While the federal government had previously allocat-
ed resources to this cause, we are far from uncover-
ing all of the answers and families are still struggling.  
This Act will continue to provide not only resources 
in the amount of $1.3 billion over a span of 4 years, 
but acknowledges that we still have a long way to 
go.

How does this new law affect people with autism 
and their families?

This law is a huge nod to the families of individuals 
with autism.  It will allow for continued research so 
that we can not only get closer to finding the cause 
but also develop early detection procedures.  In ad-
dition, the resources this bill provides will allow fami-
lies to continue to receive educational support in the 
school and community.  This allows individuals and 
families to access services like ABA which is empiri-
cally supported in treating the symptoms of autism.

Why are bills like this important to the autism com-
munity? 

A decade ago, when you mentioned the word au-
tism, a fraction of people would be familiar with the 
diagnosis and of those, even less would be affected 

For more information on the new changes to Medicaid coverage for autism services or the recently-
passed Autism CARES Act of 2014:

Medicaid 
http://www.medicaid.gov/Federal-Policy-Guidance/Downloads/CIB-07-07-14.pdf

Autism CARES Act of 2014 
http://www.whitehouse.gov/blog/2014/08/11/president-obama-signs-bill-support-needs-people-autism

Susan E. Tirella, M.Ed., BCBA, is the Executive Di-
rector at Autism Continuum Therapies (a Pacific 
Child and Family Associates company) and is a 
Board Certified Behavior Analyst. 

Ms. Tirella received her Bachelor of Arts in Psy-
chology and Master’s Degree in Special Educa-
tion from George Mason University in Fairfax, 
VA and has been working in the field of Applied 
Behavior Analysis since early 2000.   Her profes-
sional experience includes direct teaching and 
consultation through her private practice, staff 
support and training in public school and home 
settings, and the oversight of an interdisciplinary 
pediatric clinic.

Ms. Tirella has worked with individuals with au-
tism and other developmental disabilities rang-
ing in ages from birth to 30 years.   She is pas-
sionate about advocating for parent support and 
training and developing meaningful, functional 
programming for individuals that lead to long 
term success.  Susan’s specialties include the ap-
plication of Verbal Behavior to treatment as well 
as using Video Modeling to increase pretend play 
and other skills.  She has presented her research 
on the latter topic at state and national level con-
ferences.

by it directly.  Now, it is rare to find an individual who 
has not in some way been touched by this disorder.  
This bill is important because it continues to shine a 
light on the need for more research and better ed-
ucation, along with the monitoring of services and 
funding.  Families need to know that they are sup-
ported by their community and by their government 
and that we are fighting right alongside them to get 
them the services they need.  
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A MOTHER’S PERSPECTIVE

Except, it wasn’t simply that.

It was the first time she’d ever taken both her autistic 
kids on an outing, solo.

I’m aware that taking two or more kids to run er-
rands or attend an event is not a rare occurrence in 
the neurotypical world, and to some extent not in 
the world of autism either.  Trust me, my reticence in 
bringing both boys out on my own was not due to a 
lack of desire, but rather due to a need to keep both 
of them safe.

For the past few years Justin has often refused to 
remain in even the most entertaining locations for 
more than half an hour, and until now, brokering 
deals with my younger son about leaving places early 
was simply not in the cards.  Also, both are impulsive 
and had a tendency to try to run away if annoyed 
(or in Justin’s case, if he’d sensed a carbohydrate was 
nearby.)  It just wasn’t safe for us to venture out on 
our own, so either I’d corral someone to go with me, 
or we’d stay home.  Since I’m an out-and-about girl, 
this situation did not sit well with me, and I longed 
for the day we’d brave the wilds of the world just the 
three of us.

Finally, that day has come.

I was able to make a deal with Zach that if Justin 
wanted to leave the movie early we’d do so, but that 
he’d get to view it again at another date.  I explained 

Going Solo
by Kimberlee Rutan McCAFFERTY

To the casual onlooker it was not a remarkable scene.  A middle-aged mom 
trudging through the rain, huge beach bag slung precariously over her shoul-
der while clutching the hands of a tween and a younger son, heading for the 
relative paradise of a movie theater overhang.  If anyone had cared to look they 
would have viewed a grim determination in her eyes, a desire to reach her des-
tination etched into the lines on her face.  Someone might have wondered why 
she looked so serious, as it was just a day at the movies after all.

to him that he had to stay at my side at all times as 
well, and he comprehended both points, and prom-
ised to comply.  I’ve worked diligently with the assis-
tance of a BCBA (Board Certified Behavior Analyst) to 
get Justin to the point where he can attend an entire 
film, so I felt confident we had a shot of pulling this 
off.

Plus, I took them to AMC’s showing of the sensory 
friendly “autism movie,” where almost any type of be-
havior goes.  I was not taking any chances.

I have to share with all of you that they were excel-
lent.  Zach stayed glued to my side, and took it upon 
himself to hold Justin’s hand and guide him to the 
trifecta of tickets, bathroom, and popcorn acquisi-
tion.  In perhaps a moment of divine intervention 
Justin’s BCBA, who was working with another family, 
happened to sit down behind us, so I felt covered.  
And last, by parceling out our popcorn supply I man-
aged to satisfy both boys’ junk food requirements, 
and even got to sneak a few kernels when Justin 
wasn’t looking.

I’ll share with you that popcorn stealing from Justin 
is no mean feat.

We had a great time together, enough so that if I 
really get brave I can contemplate an afternoon at 
the boardwalk, or perhaps even a few hours at Great 
Adventure.  I’m certain each time my heart will re-
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A MOTHER’S PERSPECTIVE

side somewhere in my throat for the duration of the 
event, as with autism things are often unpredictable 
for my boys.  No matter how old they become I may 
never entirely relinquish that feeling.

But today I’m going to banish those thoughts and 
just revel in our accomplishment.

I have to tell you that if two or three years ago some-
one had told me we’d be able to do this together I 
would have laughed, and suggested it might be pos-
sible once Zachary could drive.  I remind myself as I 
embrace this new and welcome change that I must 
keep myself open to their recent forays into inde-
pendence, help shape them so that more and more 
things are possible for this family.

As we exit the theater I look down at my smallest son 
and smile, and ask him if he liked the film.  He replies 
in the affirmative, and states he’s having the best 
day ever, a sentiment I hope he retains when I ask 
him later to clean his room.  Justin is “eeeing” rather 
quietly next to me, rocking slightly on the balls of 
his feet as we make our way to the car, a slight grin 

emanating from his face.  My boys are happy.  I have 
to remember they’ve matured, that it’s okay to take 
chances now and again.

And as always, I have to nurture hope.

Kimberlee Rutan McCafferty is the mom of two 
young sons on the autism spectrum, ages six 
and ten. I’m a former educator, and presently 
a stay-at-home mom/therapist. I’ve been pub-
lished in Exceptional Parent Magazine, and my 
blog, http://autismmommytherapist.wordpress.
com/, is linked to multiple sites throughout the 
country onPatch, an online source for commu-
nity-specific news. Last year I produced and di-
rected a play about mothers raising autistic chil-
dren, with all proceeds going directly to POAC 
Autism Services, a non-profit located in Brick, NJ. 
All profits from my book, “Raising Autism” will go 
directly to various autism-related causes. Con-
nect with me on Facebook at Autism Mommy-
Therapist.
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We Share Your Mission:  
          Improving The Lives  
  Of Individuals With Intellectual 
         & Developmental Disabilities 

• EASY-TO-IMPLEMENT  
 ELECTRONIC HEALTH RECORD

• FACILITATE CARE COORDINATION

• MANAGE CLAIMS & PAYMENTS

• IMPROVE QUALITY & OUTCOMES

1.800.472.5509  |  www.ntst.com
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A
nd as we increasingly at-
tempt to take Isaac ever so 
slightly out of his comfort 
zone, a complete grasp of 
the condition is demanded 

more than ever. When to take stock 
of his sensory needs and rein in the 
physicality? To simply embrace his 
considerable ability to memorize 
vast quantities of information, or 
to evolve it into something more 
challenging? Grip a pen, knowing 
the limits of his motor skills? Or let 
the tablet be his writing tool? Our 
responses to these types of chal-
lenges oscillate by the day.

So Isaac’s autism informs my every 
move. I think about it at all times. It 
dictates my decision making, domi-
nates my diary. What we’re doing, 
where we’re going, how we’re do-
ing it. Food, family, fun.

AUTISM and 
Thinking Differently
by Matt DAVIS

 A FATHER’S PERSPECTIVE

For the mood music in my family’s life to be jolly and upbeat, Isaac’s au-
tism has to be acknowledged at all times. Slip ups in routine, plans going 
awry or excessive elements of surprise, and the rhythm’s lost. There’s dis-
harmony. Probably upset.
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In short, take autism for granted - and it take you 
places you don’t want to go (again).

But what about my deeper thoughts and even at-
titudes. Beyond the day-to-day running (about) 
of family life. Autism has altered my behavior, 
but has it influenced my beliefs? After all, whilst 
I’ve always had causes that are close to my heart, 
autism is something that clings to my heart.

Well, there has been a very visceral effect of that 
emotional connection. One that’s been forced on me 
by others as much as myself. Which is a heightened 
sense of sympathy – sometimes shamefully border-
ing on sorrow – for any act of defiance in a child. Tan-
trums, visible frustration - where some think a kid 
brattish, I, rightly or wrongly, imagine a child in need 
of comfort, comprehension and consideration.

This now entrenched opinion is of course based on 
early experiences. When I would be forcibly manhan-
dling a fighting but forlorn Isaac in the days where 
we were both fumbling about at the condition’s 
fringes. When time suspended, the traffic stood still, 
and everyone stared our way. These events are not 
so often now, but the experiences wrote themselves 
indelibly into my consciousness.

I do feel a sadness at people’s paucity of generos-
ity of spirit. Imagine if a supermarket meltdown was 
seen as a misunderstood child rather than a misbe-
having one. Imagine giving the child the benefit of 
the doubt?

Children with autism are not often naughty; that’s 
an official description of a trait that can form part of 
a diagnosis. How unfortunate that naughtiness in a 
mistaken label that children with autism are so often 
given before any diagnosis. It’s a hard fact that’s con-
tributed to the softening of my attitude to children, 
however boisterous and seemingly antisocial.

So any deviance of behavior in a child I see as vulner-
able and needs treating as such. It can weigh heavily 
on me. Just seeing a screaming child being dragged 
along by an exhausted mother can depress me for 
hours.

Building on this new found sympathy is a compassion 
for - and appreciation of - vulnerable adults, too. Nut-
ters, weirdos, loners. Odd bods talking to themselves, 
loons howling at the moon. Observations and lan-

guage that may once have been the preserve of the 
comical, is for me, now cruel. Where I now see some-
one who could be on the spectrum I used to see some-
one who’s probably ‘a bit mad’ - whatever that meant.

Isaac has his own dialect of train sounds, counting 
numbers and repeating phrases coupled with his 
compulsive commentary of events, quizzing people 
for confirmation. He runs by walls, rolling his eyes 
to satisfy his sensory seeking. To manage stressful 
scenarios. To block out cacophonous noises. We see 
these as a coping mechanism crucial to his equanim-
ity. That may diminish as opposed to disappear as he 
gets older. Benign souls may see these behaviors in a 
near six-year-old as cute quirks. The time could well 
come when the majority witness what they feel must 
be weird tics and deluded dins; the hilarious chitchat 
of a fruitcake.

As a person then, my moral compass has perhaps 
been pulled towards a more sympathetic and com-
passionate place by an autism force (and quite possi-
bly other special needs as well as mental illness). But 
there is something more profound at play than this. 
Isaac’s place in society, as someone with special ed-
ucational needs, has been shifted to the margins, a 
breeding ground for prejudice and judgment. Where, 
unsurprisingly underachievement is rife. I daren’t de-
cipher the dependency, unemployment and exclu-
sion narratives associated with children and adults 
on the autistic spectrum. The budget cuts, worrying 
lack of Special Educational Needs (SEN) provision, 
the need to normalize and more. 

Through Isaac, I have assumed the role of the 
underdog in society, which has had a significant 
impact on my beliefs and attitudes.

Autism doesn’t discriminate. And therefore, nor can I. 
Our family is now part of a society glued together by 
what our children are experiencing and we are bat-
tling. The apparatus we need to build and maintain 
our lives, an anathema to other people’s. Helping gal-
vanize our voice and aid us individually, are speech 
therapists, nurses, outreach workers and teachers. 
Inspiring, determined professionals who use their 
encyclopedic knowledge to help Isaac thrive, for ex-
ample, through tailored and group speech therapy 
sessions that teach parents techniques and strate-
gies, too. And who also bravely and courageously 
carve out the opportunities my boy deserves. Be it 
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By seeking what’s best and fair for Isaac, I’ve always seek to 
dismantle the discriminations that clog up chatter.

one on one support, teaching assistant hours, a place 
in the correct school.

Because by entering the landscape of autism the 
asymmetry of society been so glaring to me. Perhaps 
for the first time, I find myself on the losing side. And 
the constant quest to win rights for Isaac, just to get 
him to a level playing field, has given my attitudes 
and beliefs a re-boot. To strip myself of stereotypes 
because I’ve had to, but also to not pre-judge in a sin-
gular, straightforward pursuit of fairness. For me and 
for all. Through a fairness prism is how I now view 
the world, what I want from it, things I commend 
and things I deplore. An unreconstructed sense of 
fairness. Which is of course subjective; my sense of 
fairness will be different to anybody else’s.

The best articulation of this is through my experi-
ences with the educational system. A system that’s 
complex, contradictory and confused.

If I didn’t have a child with SEN, like so many 
others, I would be entrapped by the oppressive 
catchment area system. But with Isaac’s diagno-
sis, we have a wider choice of school in the bor-
ough. That seems fair.

Not everyone would agree. In an extraordinary epi-
sode, a local mum, perplexed that we were looking at 
a specific school not in our catchment area, quizzed 
my wife. When she was told that Isaac and his spe-
cial needs allowed us to look at the school without 
having to live in the pricey catchment area, she bra-
zenly and boldly said ‘how incredibly lucky’ we were. 
Everything rotten and unfair about the educational 
system was encapsulated there and then.

The big irony, though, was despite our opportunity 
for Isaac to leapfrog his way into an exclusive but 
state run school, we chose not to. Why? Not because 
this non-selective school was hostage to the well-
heeled inhabitants of one neighborhood. (Though 
that I did deem unfair). But because it had a weak, 
fairly periphery SEN provision.

Isaac is actually at a school that has a dynamic, bril-
liant SEN provision. It also has a high proportion of 
pupils who have English as a second language. That 

pernicious phrase used to mercilessly flog Inner Lon-
don failing schools with. But something I only see as 
a healthy feature of multi-cultural living.

When Isaac started school, his English language was 
limited and weak, considerably weaker that many 
kids with English as their second language. The prej-
udice of course compounds when the talk is of par-
ents at home not speaking English to their children. 
As parents, we were struggling with the modeling 
and other techniques therapists had taught us, to 
assist Isaac with his specific learning. Effectively an-
other language. By seeking what’s best and fair for 
Isaac, I’ve always seek to dismantle the discrimina-
tions that clog up chatter.

My hope has not been lessened though as a result of 
Isaac’s autism. On the contrary. When Isaac left what 
was a private nursery that morphed into high achiev-
ing factory for private schools, there could have been 
a formal, awkward parting of ways. His time there, 
during and after diagnosis, had been fraught and 
emotional for all parties. He was going to a school 
less than a mile away geographically, many more 
miles away metaphorically – the schools had never 
communicated. At all.

But the head of the nursery, enlightened by her first 
experience of autism, reached out to the head of 
Isaac’s new school. A relationship started between 
two previous strangers. One assistant at the nurs-
ery even being invited to do a placement at his new 
school. This show of compassion and thoughtfulness 
between two very different schools would not have 
happened without Isaac and his autism.

More importantly, Isaac had built a bridge. A small 
one possibly. But a bridge nevertheless towards a 
fairer, more open world.

Matt Davis’ son Isaac was diagnosed with high 
functioning autism in early 2011 just after his 
third birthday. 
mysonisaac.blogspot.co.uk
http://mysonisaac.blogspot.co.uk
Twitter handle: @copyiswritten
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D
o you have a story to share? Perhaps you have in-
formation that would be helpful to other parents 
with ASD kids and want to share the info. Why not 
share your story/info with us? Autism Parenting 
Magazine wants parents and caregivers to unite 

to help each other. Our writing guidelines are simple.

Ideally, the topic needs to be relevant to the magazine. 
Any topic that is related to parenting a child with au-
tism or being a person on the spectrum that is parent-
ing would be a relevant topic. Released on a monthly 
basis, the magazine features the latest news, tips and 
advice for parents of children with autism. With helpful 
advice that covers subjects like: behavioral tips, sensory 
processing issues, mitigating meltdowns, special edu-
cation needs and getting access to services, we are con-
fident that the magazine will become a must read for 
parents of autistic children.

We do ask that you submit a topic, title or idea of the ar-
ticle to make sure that someone hasn’t already covered 
the same thing by emailing the editor. You may use a 
blog post that you have posted on your blog already.

THE ARTICLE SHOULD BE A MINIMUM OF 300 WORDS. 
FONT DOES NOT MATTER. WE DO ASK THAT IF YOU 
USE SOURCES TO PLEASE SITE YOUR SOURCES AT THE 
END OF YOUR ARTICLE TO AVOID PLAGIARISM.

At the end of your article please include a few sentences 
about yourself and your writing or autism related back-
ground with links to your site or products.

Please note that we cannot post your article with-
out a small bio. So please do not forget to send a few 
sentences about yourself with your article.

If you have something interesting or informative to 
share please email
editor@autismparentingmagazine.com.

CONTRIBUTE

Autism Parenting 
Magazine

mailto:editor%40autismparentingmagazine.com?subject=


HEALTHCARE LANDSCAPE

O
hio’s statistic are in-line with the national aver-
age; according to the National Autism Associa-
tion, there are a number of co-morbid condi-
tions associated with autism, such as Fragile 
X, allergies, asthma, epilepsy, bowel disease, 

gastrointestinal/digestive disorders, persistent viral 
infections, PANDAS, feeding disorders, anxiety dis-
order, bipolar disorder, ADHD, Tourette Syndrome, 
OCD, sensory integration dysfunction, sleeping dis-
orders, immune disorders, autoimmune disorders 
and neuroinflammation.

There is a national thrust for better care coordina-
tion, for breaking down ever-existing silos between 
physical, behavioral and other care providers, ac-
cording Dennis Morrison, Ph.D., chief clinical officer 
for Netsmart, one of the longest standing IT compa-
nies in the United States. Today might be one of the 
best eras to be one of the above people.

“The question is, ‘How can we treat this per-
son as a whole person, rather than thinking 
about this symptom goes in that bucket or 
this problem goes in that bucket?’” explained 
Morrison. “When you segregate someone’s 
intellectual or behavioral healthcare from 
their physical healthcare, no good comes of 
it.”

For starters, by most estimates, America wastes $240 
billion per year on uncoordinated care, which often 

How does the Affordable Care Act 
benefit people on the Autism Spectrum?
Care coordination and client-centered 

care are promising concepts
by Maayan JAFFE

More than one-third of individuals in Ohio diagnosed with a developmental 
disability are dually diagnosed with a mental health disorder, according to a re-
port published by the Ohio Coordinating Center of Excellence for Mental Illness 
and Developmental Disabilities (MIDD CCOE).

results in dangerous and frightening mistakes. For 
example, prescription drug complications caused by 
various forms of uncoordinated care sends 26 mil-
lion people to the hospital annually, according to a 
video produced by BlueCross BlueShield.

Signed into law in 2010, The Affordable Care Act in-
cludes language promoting a coordinated approach 
to care, offering incentives through the Centers for 
Medicare & Medicaid Services (CMS) to assist health-
care providers of all sizes and types to work together 
to coordinate patient care. While many of these in-
centives seem focused on physical health, there is 
much the intellectual and developmental disabilities 
community can tap into, especially in terms of best 
practices and use of electronic tools to leverage bet-
ter communication and coordination among provid-
ers. 

Morrison explained there are a few ways this coor-
dination can happen. One is there can be an actual 
physical exchange of providers. For example, a be-
havioral health or developmental disabilities clini-
cian might join a primary care practice or vice versa. 
The other option is via sharing clinical data electroni-
cally.

“We call this virtual integration,” he said. 
“Let’s say you and I are both providers. We 
don’t ever have to meet to provide good care 
coordination for someone we both treat as 

“ 
“ 
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Dual diagnosis teams can help each system maximize the other’s 
strengths and meet challenges

HEALTHCARE LANDSCAPE

long as the information we need is shared 
effectively between us. The cornerstone of 
this process is the electronic health record 
(EHR) and the electronic data standards out-
lined in the ACA. ”

Morrison’s employer, Netsmart, offers several EHRs 
and cutting-edge solutions, such as CareManager™, 
which aggregates clinical data to provide a broad 
picture at the population level, facilitates care coor-
dination across providers, tracks clinical quality mea-
sures and outcomes, and manages authorizations 
and claims across care providers.

At Ohio’s MIDD CCOE, the philosophy is for provid-
ers to collaborate live with one another to address 
service gaps between mental health (MH) and devel-
opmental disabilities (DD). Formal teams from both 
specialties meet regularly and have one or more lev-
els of involvement, including coordinating funding 
and sharing treatment plans. The organization cites 
many advantages to this coordination and collabo-
ration, including improvements in service delivery 
for sub-acute cases and more organized access to re-
sources for the organization and its clients.

“Dual diagnosis teams can help each system 
maximize the other’s strengths and meet 
challenges,” reads one slide in a presenta-
tion.  “A mental health worker might come 
to a group home and offer training on work-
ing with traumatized clients. A DD worker 
might offer to bring DD clients to their MH 
sessions, greatly reducing the risk of no-
shows and thus improving productivity for 
that worker.”

Another example of care coordination improv-
ing outcomes and exemplifying best practices is 
through the Autism Treatment Network (ATN), which 
launched in 2005. The goal of the network was to de-
termine how to raise the bar of medical care of chil-
dren with autism and to bring forward the medical 
issues autism spectrum clients might have been fac-
ing but were being overlooked.

ATN pulls together a group of multidisciplinary spe-
cialists from 15 clinics to concurrently track the med-

“ 

ical needs of their clients, creating a think tank so the 
information generated from the reporting can be 
tested for efficacy and then shared outside the ATN.

“We are finding what co-existing conditions are 
most being seen with children with autism and then 
what are the best ways to treat them. That is how we 
collect the data, for outcomes,” said Donna Murray, 
senior director of medical research, noting they also 
look at what treating the co-morbidity has on one’s 
autism symptoms. Murray said already the team has 
found gastrointestinal issues, for example, tend to 
be prevalent among children on the spectrum. Cur-
rently, there is data from nearly 7,000 children in the 
ATN registry, which is accessible to external research-
ers, too. 

In Ohio, the Ohio Department of Developmental Dis-
abilities, a state agency, oversees the Autism Diag-
nosis Education Project, ADEP. This program builds 
partnerships between physicians and early interven-
tion specialists. Currently, 47 of 88 counties are in-
volved in the program, and their collaborative work 
has enabled the state to lower the average age of di-
agnosis from 4 years old to 30 months.

“We have identified these partnering physi-
cians and the teams work together on the 
diagnostic process. This ensures families 
don’t get bumped from one entity to anoth-
er when they first suspect their child has au-
tism. The families have a local connection 
and a solution to get the answers they are 
looking for,” said Jody Fisher, a former autism 
project manager for the Ohio department.

CLIENT-DRIVEN CARE
Another shift in the healthcare landscape is one to-
ward greater client engagement. In a whitepaper 
recently co-published by Morrison and Roy Starks, 
M.A., vice president of Rehabilitation Services and 
Reaching Recovery, Mental Health Center of Denver, 
the authors state the traditional model of healthcare 
was paternalistic, driven by professionals in a hier-
archical model in which clinicians believed they and 

“ 
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the staff knew what was best for the patient. Treat-
ment planning and charting activities were usually 
done behind closed doors and with no patient in-
volvement. It was common for clinicians to commu-
nicate using professional jargon, especially around 
diagnostics. Decision-making was largely the pur-
view of the clinical professionals. 

“The model of the all-knowing clinician and 
the passive patient is coming to an end,” 
wrote Morrison and Starks, noting the ACA 
expressly calls for giving patients more con-
trol over their lives.

This stands to benefit the intellectual/developmen-
tal disabilities community, too. 

“Treatment is different for every single per-
son [on the autism spectrum],” said Tom 
Hess, autism project manager for the Ohio 
Department of Developmental Disabilities. 
“The treatment goals are as varied as the 
people who have autism.”

According to a 2012 ONC policy brief, Individuals who 
engage in their healthcare treatments achieve better 
health outcomes and benefit from lower health care 
costs. 

The Grafton Integrated Health Network in Virginia is 
at the forefront with its use of Applied Behavior Anal-
ysis (ABA) to increase useful or desired behaviors and 
reduce behaviors that may be harmful or interfere 
with learning. ABA therapy is used to increase lan-
guage and communication skills or improve atten-
tion, focus, social skills, memory and academics. ABA 
can be used to help decrease problem behaviors.

Grafton ABA services are provided by a Board Cer-
tified Behavior Analyst (BCBA) or a highly-trained 
paraprofessional under the supervision of the BCBA. 
Services can be provided in the child’s home, school, 
or at one of the Grafton clinic locations. Once clients 
learn in a structured teaching setting, the focus is 
placed on incorporating the skills into everyday life. 
The ability to apply learned skills to various environ-
ments, settings and situations such as school, home 
and the community is imperative, and the end goal 
of Grafton’s ABA program.

“Grafton emphasizes a person-centered ap-
proach which embraces the preferences, 
goals and choices of the consumers we 

“ 
“ 

“ 

serve,” said Jason Craig, Grafton’s director of 
ABA services.

The organization is piloting a technology it calls Re-
boot, which enables clinicians to take the goals they 
set with and for their clients and make them accessi-
ble via a user-friendly web portal. This way, explained 
Scott Zeiter, Grafton executive vice president, fami-
lies “see the goals in real time, can communicate 
their successes and challenges to the treatment 
team [and vice versa] and the family can be engaged 
more in the treatment.”

Tracking it all through a web-based portal allows 
Grafton clinicians to use the outcomes of these treat-
ment plans as “big data” to help drive which types 
of interventions are best for which types of children 
with autism. This approach can also take geography, 
age and a multitude of other factors into account to 
personalize the care provided.

ATN’s Murray said while it has always believed patient 
engagement was a high priority, the team is start-
ing to rethink the definition of engagement with the 
greater push for (and evidence of success through) 
utilization of electronic tools.

“We used to think having patients come to 
the clinic was the best for their treatment 
over time. What we are learning from fami-
lies is when you do need face time versus 
when you could use technology more effec-
tively,” she said, noting the network is in the 
market now for patient portals and interac-
tive apps so they can stay better in touch 
with clients on their own terms.

“The prevalence of autism appears to be in-
creasing. …I think the market is trying to 
find solutions that are more community fo-
cused and better integrate the family and 
community into the treatment,” said Zeiter. 
“We are working to develop best practices 
so we can do that in the most effective way.”

“ 

“ 
Maayan Jaffe is a freelance writer in Overland 

Park, Kan. She serves as Director of Philanthropy 

at the Jewish Community Center, where she rais-

es funds for the J’s extensive developmentally 

disabled programming.
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MEET THE AUTHOR

L
ori, a mom who has worked in behavioral 
health as a therapeutic staff support with spe-
cial needs children for more than five years, 
recently published a charming children’s book 
called, Leah’s Voice. Lori said she was inspired to 

create the book as she witnessed the special, loving 
bond between her own two daughters who are now 
13 years old and 10 years old, respectively. 

Lori’s oldest daughter, Leah, was born in 2001 and 
diagnosed with autism at Rainbow Babies and Chil-
dren’s Hospital in Ohio in 2003.  Daughter Sarah was 
born the following year. Over time, Lori has watched 
Sarah grow into an amazing advocate and a special 
“voice” for Leah. Sarah not only helps people bet-
ter understand autism, but she encourages them to 
have compassion for those with special needs.

The award-winning narrative children’s story, Leah’s 
Voice, tells the story of two sisters who face the ev-
eryday challenges of meeting people who don’t un-
derstand autism spectrum disorder. It’s not always 
easy for a sibling to explain autism and it’s equally 
hard for a child who doesn’t understand what autism 
actually “looks” like to know how to act. In the story, 
one sister teaches by example the importance of 
showing inclusion and acceptance for all people. The 

Leah’s Voice
a Celebration of Inclusion and Acceptance

by Amy KD TOBIK

Creativity and compassion are con-
tagious in the DeMonia family. Be-
tween writing, drawing, and acting 
as advocates for children with au-
tism, Lori DeMonia and her daugh-
ters, Leah and Sarah, are an inspira-
tion to all families.

28-page picture book provides an excellent example 
for children (and a reminder for adults) to accept dif-
ferences and to treat everyone with respect.

While the book is illustrated by Monique Turchan, Le-
ah’s personal artwork was skillfully added to several 
of the pages. The ability to express herself through 
art has long-provided Leah with a calming, thera-
peutic outlet. Her talents are vast as she has earned 
multiple awards over the past few years. The talents 
of the DeMonia family have created an excellent tool 
for teaching inclusion and acceptance for all people.

Meet the Author: Lori DeMonia
How did the venture of writing “Leah’s Voice” first 
begin?

I had written my first children’s book years before I 
had children, and was about to have it published. 
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The night before the contract was due, the owner of 
Halo Publishing called me at home. She encouraged 
me to write a book about autism because she could 
tell I wanted to create awareness and help others 
have a better understanding. When I explained that 
a story about autism was just an idea, and maybe 
would be the next book I wrote, she insisted that I 
do that book first. I hung up and felt like I had just 
gotten homework, but the next day started to write.

What was your inspiration for writing this book?

My daughters’ relationship inspired the story. 
Through the ups and downs, their loving devotion 
to each other has always remained strong. I wanted 
to write a story about a sibling learning that her old-
er sister is on the spectrum, and started to speculate 
about the future and how bringing friends to the 
house may become difficult for her. Leah’s younger 
sister is so mature for her age, and has compassion 
for her sister and all families affected by autism. She 
supports her sister no matter what, and we are ex-
tremely proud of her!

When did you first realize artwork was therapeu-
tic for Leah?

When she was first diagnosed at age two, we would 
try to re-direct her during a melt-down, and soon 
noticed that giving her art supplies did the trick. It 

would calm her and it was something she enjoyed.

What is Leah like when she is creating?

She is very focused and will concentrate on what 
she’s doing for long periods of time. At the same 
time though, she is relaxed and happy. She usually is 
very proud of her work too, and brings her creations 
to us to share.

Have you seen any changes in your daughter 
since she discovered her talent for art?

As she has gotten older her art styles have changed. 
There was a period where all she drew were peo-
ple, then mostly abstract art, then for a long time 
sketched and added designs to clothing she drew. 
Her clothing is still something she is drawing and 
maybe one day she will design her own clothing line.
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How did your daughters react when they first saw 
“Leah’s Voice” in print?

They both liked being on the back cover. The illustra-
tor finished the cover illustration before the photo 
on the back was taken. My younger daughter Sarah 
was very happy with the book, and shared a copy 
with her teacher.

What message do you hope people take with 
them from reading this book?

I hope they would have a better understanding 
about what some of the characteristics of autism 
“look” like. For example, a child covering their ears 
in the grocery store or repeating a phrase to them-
selves. I hope with more understanding, and not 
just  awareness about autism, that there will in turn 
be more acceptance and also more support towards 
families that need it. I also hope children who have a 
peer on the spectrum will accept and include them. 
Some behaviors can be confusing to children, but I 
hope with a story that will hopefully resonate with 
them, they will understand and show acceptance.

What do you find most rewarding about being a 
mother to your girls?

It’s rewarding to watch two sisters who love each oth-
er unconditionally, even when communicating has 
been difficult. It’s also rewarding as their mother to 
see that they are setting a good example for others. 

MEET THE AUTHOR

Night Valley, by Leah

Leah’s Awards for artwork:

•	 2009 - Art grant from KindTree / Lane Arts 
Council for her drawing Four Balloons

•	 2010 - Leah’s drawing, We’re All In This To-
gether, was chosen by the KindTree judges 
for her second art grant - she was one of 
six artists chosen

•	 2011- Leah received her third art grant for 
Liberty, a 24 x 6 acrylic painting - she was 
one of three artists chosen nationally

•	 2012 - Fourth  art grant was awarded for 
Under My Quilt

•	 2013 - Fifth  art grant was awarded for 
Night Valley

•	 2014 - Leah was awarded a Certificate of 
Recognition by the Commonwealth of 
Pennsylvania Dept. of Education for an ex-
cellent art exhibit at  the National Autism 
Conference at Penn State

Lori’s Awards for Leah’s Voice:

•	 2014 Temple Grandin Outstanding Liter-
ary Work of the Year Award (awarded by 
the Autism Society)

•	 Mom’s Choice Award (Children’s Books / 
Developing Social Skills category)

•	 New York Book Festival Honorable Men-
tion

•	 London Book Festival Honorable Mention

•	 Reader’s Choice Awards – Finalist 2013

Despite having a sibling with special needs, Leah’s 
younger sister is amazingly loving and supportive, it 
is rewarding to know other children will observe and 
learn acceptance by their example.
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SURVEY

Help Make a Change in the 

Workplace

To participate in this study or for more information, please contact:

Maggie S. Derstine, Temple University, Department of Rehabilitation Sciences  
at (267) 377-5386 ormaggie.derstine@temple.edu

IF YOU’RE AN AUTISTIC ADULT WORKING PART OR FULL-
TIME, YOU CAN HELP YOUR COMMUNITY BY TAKING 
PART IN THIS STUDY: 

Researchers at Temple University are developing interven-
tions to support adults with Asperger’s Syndrome and Autism 
Spectrum Disorders (ASD) to have successful employment ex-
periences. We are seeking adults with Asperger’s Syndrome 
or ASD who are employed for at least 20 hours a week to par-
ticipate in interviews and complete surveys to help us learn 
about how aspects of the environment impact work perfor-
mance, satisfaction, and success. Interviews and surveys are 
completed at your convenience either in-person, on-line, or 
over the phone. 

You will receive a $20 gift card for participating in the study. 
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HEALTHY EATING

Method

Heat a non-stick pan to a stable medium tem-
perature. Grease with a little oil. Meanwhile mix 
the ingredients together and spoon the mixture 
in tablespoons into a heavy based pan. Once air 
bubbles begin to rise flip the pancake and cook 
until golden brown 

Toppings suggestions 
Stewed fruit 
Lemon juice and sugar

Ingredients (serves 4)

  1 cup or 100 grams almond flour 
or ground almond

  1 teaspoon baking powder

  2 eggs

  ¼ cup or 60 millilitres sparkling 
water (still water can be used but 
the pancake will be less fluffy)

  1/4 teaspoon salt

  1 teaspoon sweetener

  1 teaspoon cinnamon

  1 teaspoon vanilla extract

  Oil for cooking 

Almond pancakes 
(Makes six large pancakes)

Healthy Eats courtesy of
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